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A RARE LEVEL OF CONFIDENCE

Virtually all men with metastatic prostate cancer will eventually develop mCRPC, an advanced stage of the disease. The AR-V7 test is the first and only Medicare reimbursed clinically-validated predictive CTC liquid biopsy test for mCRPC.

NO CELL LEFT BEHIND™

Our radically different approach is bias-free, a unique rare cell detection engine that can capture, identify and characterize all the circulating tumor cells (CTCs) in a blood sample and see the cancer cells that others miss. The insights gained empower physicians to select the path to confident treatment decisions, targeted for the individual patient, in less time.

AVAILABLE EXCLUSIVELY THROUGH GENOMIC HEALTH IN THE US

VISIT OUR COMMERCIAL PARTNER GENOMIC HEALTH AT BOOTH 12097 TO LEARN MORE!

All tests are performed by Epic Sciences at our centralized, CAP accredited and CLIA-certified laboratory in San Diego, California.